Interested?

- If you are interested in being on PEBB’s RAC membership list, email: April.R.Kelly@state.or.us
- If you are interested in following our rulemaking, email to join PEBB’s interested parties list
- As the need for rule changes occur, I will contact you and invite you to participate on our RAC

April Kelly
(503) 378-6588
April.R.Kelly@state.or.us
What is a RAC? Rules Advisory Committee (RAC)

- RAC’s are used to seek public/stakeholder input during the development of proposed rules and on fiscal impact, the cost to comply with rule text itself.

- The RAC must convene before filing Proposed Rules with the Secretary of State to adopt, amend, or repeal an administrative rule.

- Consists of 7 representatives of those affected by rules.

- A RAC’s role is advisory only, it is agency policy to host a RAC for each rulemaking and consider RAC input.
Who is on the RAC?

- PEBB will invite different stakeholders for each filing
- One representative per organization may participate as a RAC member
- Represents entire population affected by rulemaking (think all regions of Oregon)
- Additional feedback by RAC members may be submitted in writing before Notice is filed
- Meetings typically 1-2 hour time commitment; conference call, or video (skype) options are available
- Others are welcome to observe either by phone or in person (please note space may be limited)